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Foreword

The majority of people in Britain have doubts about the proposed EU constitution, but not all want to leave the EU altogether. This publication compares two views about our relationship with the European Union. Stephen Pollard is opposed to the constitution but wants to remain in the EU. He accepts that there is a strong case for fundamental reform, but believes that it will be possible to find allies for change among the other 24 countries. Lord Pearson argues that the EU is beyond reform and that the UK should leave. Its main governing institutions are undemocratic and lacking in accountability; it has an inclination to over-regulate and thus tie our hands as we struggle to compete with emerging economies elsewhere in the world; and its protectionism undermines the efforts of poor countries to flourish through trade.

Some of our books are designed for the academic world and some are designed for a wider readership. Should We Stay Or Should We Go? is polemical in the best sense of that term: it is a controversial disputation that allows trenchantly argued rival views to be compared. By presenting two contrasting views our intention is for the book to be valuable to teachers in schools and universities where students are encouraged to evaluate the issues for themselves.

David G. Green
Better Off Out!
A brief summary of our relationship with ‘Brussels’, including the case for the United Kingdom to leave the EU and the case to stay.

Lord Pearson of Rannoch

A. Our democracy betrayed

‘Sovereignty’, the ‘British Constitution’, our ‘democracy’, ‘self-government’; what threads run through these priceless things, and hold them together? At least two fundamental principles are common to all of them. The first is the hard-won right of the British people to elect and dismiss those who make their laws. The second is that the British people have given Parliament the power to make all their laws for them, but they have not given Parliament permission to give that power away.

Both these principles, for which, over the centuries, millions have willingly given up their lives, already stand deeply betrayed by our membership of the European Union. I propose to justify this depressing statement under three headings.

First, what is the present position under the Treaties of Rome; how much of our democracy have we already handed over to the corrupt octopus in Brussels and how were we deceived into doing it? Second, how much is this costing us in cash and is it worth it? And third, what does the proposed EU Constitution have in store for us?

It is essential to remember that the peoples’ pact is with Parliament; it is not with the executive or government of the day. The people elect and dismiss Members of Parliament once every four or five years, and our government is formed out of a majority of elected MPs. But only 60 per cent of the electorate now bother to vote in general elections, and
modern governments are supported by only some 40 per cent of those who do vote, or 24 per cent of the electorate. The percentage of those who vote is declining; trust in our system of parliamentary democracy is eroding steadily. I submit therefore that these temporary governments, always empowered by a minority of the people, do not have the right to break the great pacts upon which our sovereignty rests. Yet that is just what they have been doing for the last 33 years.

B. How bad is it now and how does it work?

So, first, how bad is the present situation? Few people realise what huge areas of our national life have already been handed over to control by Brussels. Put simply, these include all of our commerce and industry, our social and labour policy, our environment, agriculture, fish, and foreign aid.

What do we mean by ‘control from Brussels’? Well, in all those areas of our national life, which used to be entirely controlled by Parliament, our government can be outvoted in the Council of Ministers from the member states, where it has nine per cent of the votes. You need 30 per cent to block a new law. That is the system known as Qualified Majority Voting, or QMV. If our government is outvoted on any new law in those areas, then Parliament, being the House of Commons and the Lords, must put it into British law. If they don’t, the country faces unlimited fines in the Luxembourg Court of Justice.1 So Parliament has already become a rubber stamp in all those areas.

Our foreign trade relations are in an even worse category. The EU bureaucracy, the Commission, itself negotiates those on our behalf,2 and so in this area the EU already has its own legal personality (to which I shall return).

In addition, laws affecting our ‘justice and home affairs’, and our ‘foreign and security policy’, must also be rubber-stamped by Parliament if they have been agreed by our government and all the other member states’ governments in Brussels.3 In other words, our government can still veto
new laws in Brussels in these areas of our national life, but if they don’t, we have to enact them. If Parliament were to reject an EU law thus agreed in Brussels in these areas, we would not be subject to unlimited fines in the Luxembourg Court, but we would be in breach of our Treaty obligations, which is an equally horrifying prospect to our political classes at their diplomatic cocktail parties and so on.

There is no appeal against the Luxembourg Court. This is not a court of law, but rather the engine of the Treaties. It must find in favour of ‘the ever closer union of the peoples of Europe’, and it interprets the Treaties with much laxity in order to do so.

The Government admits that over half our major laws, and 80 per cent of all laws, now originate in Brussels. No law passed in Brussels has ever been successfully overturned by Parliament.

There are at least four other features of this Brussels system which are worth emphasising, all of them innately undemocratic.

First, the unelected and corrupt bureaucracy, the Commission, has the monopoly to propose all new laws. They simply can’t believe that in Washington.

Second, the Commission’s legal proposals are then negotiated in secret by the shadowy Committee of Permanent Representatives, or bureaucrats from the nation states, known as COREPER. Decisions are taken in the Council of Ministers, again by secret vote. Even national parliaments are precluded from knowing how their bureaucrats or ministers negotiate and vote, and few details of the continuous horse-trading leak out to the general public. The Commission then enforces all EU law.

The Eurocrats pretend that democracy is maintained because decisions are taken in the Council by national ministers, who were elected as national MPs. But the point remains that Parliament itself is excluded from the process, except as a rubber stamp when the decisions have been taken. Examples of how we have suffered under this system are too numerous to mention, but there is for instance the
‘Young People at Work’ Directive, which hit our paper rounds, and the Working Time Directive, which is now haunting our National Health Service.

The Government could have vetoed the infamous EU Arrest Warrant because it was proposed under ‘Justice and Home Affairs’. This allows British subjects to be extradited, purely on the say-so of a foreign EU magistrate, to stand trial in that magistrate’s country, without the benefit of 
\textit{habeas corpus} or a jury, perhaps for crimes which are not even crimes in the UK—such as ‘xenophobia’, for which we don’t even have a legal definition (but I expect I’m committing it now!). The decision to proceed with that particularly pernicious piece of EU legislation went through on the nod in the Council of Ministers. The then Home Secretary, David Blunkett, did not utter a single word, because the whole project had already been stitched up in COREPER. So much for even the shallowest pretence at real democracy.

Please don’t be fooled by the propaganda which says that Parliament can scrutinise and debate EU legislation. Indeed we do, until the cows come home, but we cannot change a comma of it unless that change is unanimously agreed by all the member states in the Council of Ministers. This is entirely unrealistic and indeed no such changes have ever even been suggested by Parliament. We also debate and vote on each new EU Treaty, but again we cannot change a word. We either accept the whole thing, or we reject it all. So Parliament has always accepted every Treaty precisely as agreed in Brussels, even if some of us have forced votes against them in protest.

A third feature of this awful system, enshrined in the Treaties, is that once an area of national life has been ceded to control from Brussels, it can never be returned to national parliaments.\textsuperscript{7} This is known in Euro-speak as the ‘\textit{Acquis Communautaire}’ or ‘powers acquired by the Community’. In plain English this translates as the ‘ratchet’, which can only grind in one direction toward the ‘ever closer union of the peoples of Europe’.
The fourth feature is that no changes can be made to the Treaties unless they are agreed unanimously in the Council of Ministers. So renegotiation of the Treaties is not realistic; the only way out is the door.

For good measure, we should remember that the EU is corrupt and corrupting from top to bottom. Its own internal auditors have refused to sign its accounts for the last nine years. No fewer than five whistleblowers have been side-lined in the last five years. The problem is that there is no European demos, so there can be no European democracy to hold the fraudsters and free-loaders to account. The MEPs are supposed to sort the Commission out in this area, but their own travel and office expenses are famously bogus. The MEPs are also far too frightened of bringing the EU into further disrepute to fulfill their duty to the taxpayer. They would risk bringing the whole gravy train to a halt, or they might be pushed off it; most of them are unemployable elsewhere, certainly at anything like their present salaries and ‘conditions’.

It’s also worth saying that the whole of continental Europe will continue in steady and irreversible demographic and therefore economic decline over the next 50 years. The UK and Ireland will improve their demography, as of course will Turkey. The USA also looks healthy, Japan looks terrible, China and the Far East are set to boom. Add to this the unemployment and decay caused by the EU’s adoption of Franco-German social and labour policies, and you have to ask: ‘Why stay on the Titanic?’

So those are the huge areas of our sovereignty we have already given away. That’s why giving away most of what is left, under the proposed new EU Constitution, is described by the Government as a ‘tidying-up’ exercise. They have a point. The Constitution would merely sweep most of what is left under the Brussels carpet.

C. History: how did we get into this mess?

The European ‘Project’ was the brain-child of a British civil servant, Arthur Salter, at the end of the First World War. He was assisted by a young Frenchman, Jean Monnet.
The Project re-emerged after the Second World War and its fundamental idea was (and, believe it or not, still is), that nation states were responsible for the carnage of two World Wars. They must therefore be emasculated, and diluted into a supra-national state, run by a Commission of wise and honest technocrats. Hence the Commission’s monopoly to propose legislation. So the ‘Project’ confuses dangerous nationalism with honourable patriotism.

Most of us reject conspiracy theories, but the EU Project is indeed a massive deception of the people by the political élite of Europe. Anyone who doubts this should read a brilliant book by Christopher Booker and Richard North, entitled *The Great Deception*, which reveals the detailed history of how the people have been misled. The authors have unearthed several internal Foreign Office memos under the 30-year rule. There is one beauty from a senior civil servant in 1971 to a colleague, who acknowledged that it meant the end of British democracy as it had been previously understood, but if properly handled the people would not realise what had happened until the end of the century.10

I have space to expose only one proof of this terrible deception, by quoting a filleted extract of Sections 2 and 3 of the European Communities Act 1972, which is the Act which took us into what was then the European Common Market. It goes as follows:

All such rights, powers, liabilities, obligations and restrictions from time to time created or arising by or under the Treaties ... are without further enactment to be given legal effect ... and be enforced, allowed and followed accordingly.

Subject to Schedule 2 to this Act, at any time after its passing Her Majesty may by Order in Council, and any designated Minister or department may by regulations, make provision ... for the purpose of implementing any Community obligation of the United Kingdom.

Section 3 reads as follows:

For the purposes of all legal proceedings, any question as to the meaning or effect of any of the Treaties, or as to the validity, meaning or effect of any Community instrument, shall be treated as a question of law (and, if not referred to the European Court, be for determina-
tion as such in accordance with the principles laid down by and any relevant decision of the European Court).

Articles 226-229 of the Treaty Establishing the European Communities (TEC) give the Luxembourg Court the right to impose unlimited fines if we don’t obey everything agreed in Brussels.

Yet Edward Heath had the nerve to promise that ‘no loss of essential sovereignty’ was involved in the passing of the 1972 Act. Harold Wilson said the same thing during the 1975 Referendum campaign. Both Prime Ministers pretented we had merely joined a Common Market. I fear Margaret Thatcher was deceived as to the way the Single European Act of 1986 would be used, which created the system of Qualified Majority Voting. She bitterly regrets it today, as is well-known. John Major then misled us about the Maastricht Treaty of 1992, and Tony Blair misled us over the Amsterdam Treaty of 1997 and the Nice Treaty of 2002. It has always been essential to keep the true nature of the Project from the British people. They have to be slowly sucked into the embrace of the corrupt octopus, until it is too late to escape. That is the very essence of the Project, and so far it is working pretty well.

**D. How much does EU membership cost us in cash?**

The Government steadfastly refuses to carry out any sort of cost-benefit analysis, although my friends and I in the Lords have made several attempts to force it to do so (see our debates 27 June 2003 and 11 February 2004). Ministers merely insist that the benefits of our EU membership are so obvious and wonderful that any analysis would be a waste of time and money. Presumably the Government doesn’t want the following sort of figures to see the light of day.

**D(i) Annual Costs:**

If we start by looking at annual expenditure, we very easily reach an annual waste of some £40 billion pounds a year. A billion pounds, one thousand million pounds, is a rather
confusing figure, and most people don’t stop to think what it means. Well, one thousand million pounds builds, equips and staffs a decent district hospital to run indefinitely. You build and equip it for £80 - £100 million, and then you have a fund of £900 million to run it. So perhaps we should measure our Euro-waste in district hospitals, rather than billions, but I’ll go back to billions for now.

According to the Trade Justice Movement, supported by CAFOD and Oxfam, the EU’s Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) costs each family of four in the UK about £20 a week, or a fiver a head. Half of this is incurred through higher food costs (against what we would pay for the same food on the open world market) and half through the higher taxes we pay to keep EU farmers in the style to which they have become accustomed. The higher food costs work out at approximately 5p on a pint of milk, 40p on a 60p bag of sugar, and 3p on a loaf of bread. So these costs hit the poorest in our society hardest, and total about £15.6 billion every year. The EU’s charming policy of dumping its unwanted excess produce on the developing world also starves untold numbers to death, mostly children, because local farmers can’t sell their produce in local markets.

The Dutch Government has calculated that EU over-regulation costs the Dutch economy some two per cent of their Gross Domestic Product annually.\textsuperscript{12} It is fair to assume that EU overregulation doesn’t cost the UK economy any less than it costs the Dutch, given Whitehall’s well-known practice of ‘gold-plating’ EU legislation. Our GDP is around £1,000 billion, and so two per cent of that would come to £20 billion annually.

Then there’s the hard cash we hand over to Brussels every year. Over the last ten years we have given Brussels an average of £11 billion per annum to help them finance the whole vast swindle. Of this, they have been good enough to send back to us an average of some £7 billion annually, always for projects here which are designed to enhance their wretched image (including the CAP). So that leaves £4 billion straight cash outflow per annum.\textsuperscript{13}
There are lots of other areas which could be thrown into this calculation, such as at least £1 billion p.a. for the destruction of our fishing industry, and another billion for the ruin of our modern art market, and so on. But just sticking to the figures I have mentioned, we have a comfortable 40 district hospitals chucked away every year.

Let’s examine that figure, £40 billion per annum, a little further, shall we? It comes to £110 million a day, £5 million per hour, or £666 per annum for each one of us. It is ten times our railways budget, which Heaven knows could do with a bit of a boost. It is three times our whole transport budget. It is two-thirds of our education budget, and it is ten district hospitals per annum more than our entire defence budget, which weighs in at a mere £27 billion per annum.14

So that’s a conservative estimate of how much our EU membership is costing us in cash each year: £40 billion. What about some of the longer-term projects which we pay for, courtesy of the Eurocrats in Brussels?

\[D \ (ii) \ Capital \ Projects\]

The last time the Government dared to answer my Written Questions in the Lords, some three years ago, we had already spent £48 billion on the pointless water directives —there was nothing wrong with our water before. Then there’s £18 billion so far on the outdated Euro-fighter; £8 billion on the foot and mouth saga (which was directed from Brussels); another £8 billion for removing the harmless kind of asbestos from our buildings; £6 billion for ‘Reach’, the new chemical analysis Directive, and yet another £6 billion for the Waste Electrical and Equipment Directive, which is starting to cause dumping in the countryside. I could go on, but that’s another 94 district hospitals so far.

\[E. \ The \ case \ for \ staying \ in \ the \ EU\]

Surely there must be good things we get out of our EU membership? Well, I will try to set out the case for staying
in the EU, as put forward by the Government and other Europhiles in our most recent Lords debates, to which I have referred (27 June 2003 and 11 February 2004). Presumably it’s the best case they can make.

If you read those debates, you will see that there isn’t really a case for the EU. It just isn’t possible to identify any genuine benefits we have had from our EU membership, which we couldn’t have had under simple free trade arrangements and collaboration between governments. But I will do my best. The propaganda runs as follows:

1. ‘60 per cent of our trade and three million jobs depend on our membership of the EU’. This is designed to fool the British people into fearing that they cannot afford to leave the EU. Not true. By the word ‘trade’, they actually mean ‘exports of manufactured goods’ which account for less than half of total UK exports. But since Brussels’ dictats apply to and strangle 100 per cent of our economy, the only way to understand the effect of our EU membership is to look at the whole of our output and all our jobs. Then we see the true picture, which is that only about ten per cent of our output and jobs support our trade with the EU, another ten per cent goes in trade with the rest of the world, and the remaining 80 per cent stays right here in our domestic market. Our healthy 90 per cent dog is being wagged by its mangy ten per cent tail.

Not that the ten per cent of our output and jobs which support our trade with the EU are unimportant. No-one is saying that. But the obvious fact is that we would not lose that ten per cent of output or jobs if we left the EU and continued our free trade with the Single Market. And there really isn’t any doubt that that is what we would do. The EU trades in massive surplus with the UK. They sell us far more than we sell them. This means they have many more jobs dependent on their trade with us than we do on our trade with them. We are by far their largest client. So if we left the EU, they would come running after us to make sure we signed a free trade agreement with them. After all, Switzerland, Mexico and 20 other countries already enjoy
free trade agreements with the EU, which is negotiating FTAs with a further 69 countries.\textsuperscript{16} This makes 91 countries in all, about half the countries in the world. So if we left the EU we could maintain all our present trading arrangements, plus no doubt ‘free movement of persons’ and so on, which again Switzerland already enjoys. We could dictate our terms.

Even free trade with the EU is no longer such a big deal as it used to be. The World Trade Organisation has brought the EU’s average external tariff—paid by the US and most other countries in the world to export into the EU—down to about 1.5 per cent.\textsuperscript{17} Indeed, every major economic study this century agrees that leaving the EU would be at worst neutral for our trade and jobs. The leftish and fairly Europhile National Institute of Social and Economic Research said that in March 2000.\textsuperscript{18} The International Trade Commission in Washington, perhaps the world’s largest and most prestigious economic think-tank, said it in a report to Congress in August 2000.\textsuperscript{19} Our Institute of Economic Affairs said it in 1996 and again in 2002.\textsuperscript{20} Even Neil Kinnock and the EU Trade Commissioner, Fritz Bolkestein, were forced to admit it on BBC Radio 4’s Today programme in February 2001. In fact, no-one except the Europhile propagandists pretends that leaving the EU would bring economic disadvantage to the people of Great Britain. Our trade would continue, and so would our jobs.

It is encouraging that the British people appear to have understood this point. The latest opinion poll, published in \textit{The Times} on 23 November 2004, showed that 68 per cent of people between the ages of 18 and 24, and 65 per cent over all age groups, would vote to reduce our relationship with the EU to one of simple free trade. These percentages fall considerably when pollsters ask if respondents want to leave the EU, although reducing our relationship to simple free trade would in fact mean leaving the Treaties.

2. ‘We gain influence by sharing our sovereignty. Look at NATO and the United Nations. We gave up sovereignty to join them.’ Answer: Sovereignty is like virginity. You either have it or
you don’t. NATO and the UN don’t dictate most of our unwanted laws and regulations, and we could leave them tomorrow if we felt like it.

3. We are told that ‘the British people voted to join the EU in the referendum of 1975’ and so that should be the end of the matter. But they didn’t. They voted to stay in what they were assured was a Common Market, or free trade area.

4. They claim that ‘if we left the EU we would still have to obey all its rules, but not be able to participate in making those rules’. Not so. The truth is that those who make up the ten per cent of our economy which exports to the EU would of course have to meet Brussels’ requirements, as does every other non-EU exporter from the rest of the world, just as it pays to put the steering wheel on the left if you are selling a car to the US market. But the other 90 per cent of our economy would no longer have to obey the dictats from Brussels. Exports to the EU from the USA and Switzerland, who are not EU members, are going up faster than those from any of the member states.

5. ‘Our membership of the EU makes us the gateway for inward investment into Europe’. Nonsense. Foreigners invest here because of our reliable workforce, low tax and regulatory régime (until the EU destroys that), and because we speak English. Surprisingly, there is little evidence that inward investment creates many jobs anyway, and 80 per cent of it goes into oil, gas and services which do not supply EU markets.

6. Then there’s the claim that our bond market, the City of London, and so on, would all collapse if we left the EU. That’s what they told us would happen if we didn’t join the euro. The greatest threat to the City and our bond market actually came from the EU, with its withholding tax proposals, which even Gordon Brown threatened to veto.

7. We are told that if we Eurosceptics would only shut up, the UK could take its place at the heart of ‘Europe’ and lead it into the paths of righteousness; that the French and the Germans
would somehow abandon their ruinous social and labour policies, instead of forcing them on the rest of us through the Single Market. But how can we persuade them of our national interest, with only nine per cent of the votes? Why have we been unable to change even the notorious Common Agricultural and Fisheries Policies in the 32 years of our membership?

8. They say ‘the EU must be good news because ten new Eastern European nations have voted to join it’. The answers here are that, first, turnout in all the referenda was very low. Second, the people weren’t told the truth about the EU; most of them weren’t told about the proposed new Constitution at all. Third, the spending by the ‘Yes’ sides was massively more than the ‘No’ sides. In Estonia, for instance, the ‘Yes’ campaign spent 60 times what the ‘No’ campaign could raise. But most important of all, the key to understanding the ‘Yes’ votes is that most of the bureaucrats and politicians who negotiated the entry of their countries into the EU stand to get jobs in Brussels, or be paid on the EU scale. The Polish ambassador has told me that 1,400 Poles will now get EU jobs, at ten times their present salaries.

9. We’re told that the EU Project is ‘re-uniting Europe’. But if you ask them when Europe was last ‘united’ in the way they wish to see it ‘re-united’, you get a rather uncomfortable look. (Caesar? Napoleon? Hitler?)

10. ‘The EU is a success.’ Only for those who make money out of it!

11. This leads me to perhaps the most effective piece of Europhile propaganda: that the EU has secured the peace in Europe since 1945, and is essential to maintain it in future. This is the big deception which plays at the almost unconscious level. It is a warm, misty conviction that the EU must be inevitably good. It does not tolerate any rational examination of history or the facts. It’s the one which makes those of us who query the divinity of the EU Project into dangerous nationalists, xenophobes, Little Englanders, or worse. You
start to be guilty of all this as soon as you dare to point out that NATO was entirely responsible for keeping the peace in Europe until the Wall came down in 1989, or if you ask which European country would have gone to war with another in the absence of the EU. So even this essential plank of Euro-propaganda is simply wishful thinking, constantly repeated by the Eurocrats in order to justify their bloated lifestyles and the Project in general.

Indeed, if you stand back, scratch your head a bit, and take a calm look at the EU, you see it is a well-tried model for discord, not peace. It contains two of the most important ingredients for conflict.

First, it is a top-down amalgamation of different peoples, put together without their informed consent, and such arrangements usually end in conflict. You only have to look at Northern Ireland, Yugoslavia, the Trans-Caucasus, Kashmir and most of Africa to see that.

Second, as I have pointed out, the EU is institutionally undemocratic. It is also corrupt, which is another ingredient for trouble. I repeat, the Project aims to replace ‘dangerous’ national democracies with a supra-national government, run by a Commission of wise and honest technocrats. But history shows us that on the whole democracies do not provoke war, and indeed its hard to think of a genuine democracy which has declared war on another. So Eurosceptics believe that a free trade association between the democracies of Europe, linked through NATO, is much less likely to end in tears than is the emerging undemocratic mega-state.

12. Whilst on the subject of peace, I should mention that a new *raison d’être* is coming to the surface in Brussels. A large majority of Eurocrats and Europhiles see the EU’s main purpose in life as being to stand up to and undermine the United States of America. In fact, this was always part of the Project, inspired by France’s deep psychotic need to bite the hand that freed her in two World Wars. Luckily, there is little prospect that the EU will be able to provide the
defence budget necessary to fulfill this ambition, but it will continue to poison the trans-Atlantic relationship for the foreseeable future.

**F. The euro**

You may notice that I have said nothing about the euro, the single currency, which is an essential part of the Project, but which is off our national agenda for the time being. I have space to deal only with its worst aspects. First, it is not an economic project at all. It was always a purely political project, designed as the cement to hold the emerging EU megastate together. It also has serious design faults. The eurozone has no common language, its mobility of labour is low, and its single interest rate cannot suit 12 different and diverging economies for long. Above all, no currency can endure unless taxes are paid from rich to poor regions within its area (e.g. South to North in the UK; West to East in Germany; North to South in Italy; the federal budget in the USA). There is no federal budget to speak of in the EU, and of course the plan has always been to set one up in response to the stress which will therefore occur in the euro-zone. No prizes for guessing who will be in charge, or what this would do to our tax rates if we join.

**G. What does the proposed new Constitution have in store for us?**

The worst feature of this Constitution is that the EU will acquire its own legal personality, superior to that of the member states. There is no longer even the pretence that the EU is an arrangement between sovereign nations. The EU, the Brussels system, becomes Sovereign. The EU flag, which at the moment is flown as mere advertising, becomes real. The EU anthem becomes the anthem of the new mega-state. (Alas, poor Beethoven!)

The Prime Minister claims that he defended his ‘red lines’ at the Inter-Governmental Conference on 18 June 2004 which decided the Constitution’s final shape. These include
foreign policy, social security and tax. But large chunks of these areas have in fact already been ceded to the Treaties. For instance, Mr Blair’s red line on tax is clearly a red herring. If you look at the tax provisions of the Treaties (Clause 93 of the Treaty Establishing the European Communities) you see that we have indeed retained the veto for indirect taxation. The Treaties are silent on direct taxation as such, but if you look at the single market provisions (Clauses 43 and 44) you will see that all direct tax is exposed to the ‘anti-discrimination’ and ‘right of establishment’ provisions. In other words, the Commission could claim that our direct tax system gives us an unfair advantage over the other member states. When the Court agreed, we would have to fall into line. It is a little known fact that the Court has already moved into corporation tax, and has issued some 90 judgements, usually against nation states keeping control of multi-national companies’ dividend policy, etc.24

M. Giscard D’Estaing, who drafted the proposed Constitution, has done us all one great favour. The wording of the document is really very easy to understand; it is not written in the usual impenetrable verbiage of the Treaties. Anyone who takes the trouble to read it can understand it. Even so, there is one attempt at Euro-deception. The Constitution introduces the concepts of ‘Exclusive Competences’ and ‘Shared Competences’. ‘Competence’ itself is an old Euro-deceptive word. It does not mean being able to do something well. It means ‘power’, and it usually means power transferred to the EU, where of course it is always exercised incompetently, and corruptly. So the Exclusive Competences are clear enough; the EU alone can act in those areas of our national life which are transferred to the EU’s Exclusive Competence (mostly concerning competition, customs and the power to make international treaties). The deception lies in the ‘Shared Competences’, where you could be forgiven for thinking that power might be shared with the member states. Not a bit of it. Member states can only act in areas covered by ‘Shared Competence’ when Brussels can’t be bothered, and with Brussels’ permission.
These ‘Shared Competences’ are pretty wide. They include the internal market, which covers all of our commerce and industry; the ‘area of freedom, security and justice’—so our immigration, asylum, legal system and judicial procedures will gradually pass to Brussels’ control; our agriculture and fisheries (of course); all European transport and ‘trans-european networks’; our energy (bang goes our oil and gas); social policy; ‘economic, social and territorial cohesion’—which will mean almost anything when the Luxembourg Court gets going; our environment; consumer protection; and ‘common safety concerns in public health matters’. Not much left, you might think.25

Sitting astride and above all this is not only the superior legal power of the new Union. There is also the fact that the EU’s Charter of Fundamental Rights will be all embracing and justiciable in the Luxembourg Court. Even the Europhile Confederation of British Industry is worried about what the new right to strike, etc. will do for our international competitiveness.

The Eurocrats pretend that the Constitution returns power to national parliaments because the Commission has to reconsider a new law if one-third of national parliaments don’t like it. But the Commission can go ahead anyway, so this is no big deal.

When we come to debate the Constitution, we really mustn’t fall for one of the best tricks up the Eurocrat’s sleeve. The trick is to proclaim that some feature of the Constitution is ‘nothing new’ because it is already in the Treaties, as though that makes it acceptable to the British people. It doesn’t. If much of our sovereignty has been taken away when we weren’t looking, that should not stop us from demanding it back, now that we have discovered what has been going on.

H. The Conservative Party and ‘Europe’

Michael Howard has promised that a Conservative Government will ‘re-negotiate’ the return of our fish. If the others
don’t agree, he will legislate in the House of Commons to take them back. This is the cunning plan of those many Conservatives who want to leave the EU, but don’t dare to say so. Spain and Holland, at least, could not afford to lose our fish, so they would challenge their repatriation in Luxembourg. The Court would have to declare the UK’s action unlawful, and we would then be faced with climbing down or leaving the EU. The Conservatives’ other plan is to refuse to ratify the new Constitution, having won the eventual referendum, and allow the others to go ahead, but only in return for the repatriation of (unspecified) powers. This is less cunning, because the Treaties already allow eight or more other nations to ‘enhance their co-operation’, even if we disagree.26 One cannot help wondering why the Conservatives don’t simply move to a ‘come-out’ policy, merge with UKIP, and win the next general election. Their biggest problem is that they are stuck with their mantra: ‘the single market is our greatest achievement in the EU.’ Yet it is single market legislation which does most of the damage to our economy. There will be no compromise with UKIP until the Conservatives come clean on that. They would also have to explain why they took us into the Project in the first place; and politicians are not good at public confession.

I. A couple of EU jokes

I suppose it’s time for a couple of jokes about our EU membership, the only two I know. The first is that we shouldn’t go on saying that we are ‘giving’ our sovereignty away; we are actually paying Brussels tens of billions of pounds a year to take it. The second is that if the EU applied to join itself, it wouldn’t have a hope of being accepted, given its clear lack of democracy (the ‘democratic deficit’ in Eurospeak).

J. Conclusion—better off out

To conclude, we ‘Eurosceptics’ love the real Europe, the Europe of separate democracies, each with its glorious
history and culture. But we fear the Project of European Union, which we see as a bad idea. It is a bad idea like slavery, communism and high rise flats. We must not forget the damage which ideas can do when they become generally accepted, but turn out to be wrong. I don’t know if you have heard of the letter written by the young White Russian officer in 1918 to his fiancée from the front against the Bolsheviks: ‘Oh, my darling! Please do not worry. In a few weeks I shall be home with you in Moscow, and we shall be married. These people are not very well armed, and their ideas are even worse.’ A few days later he was killed, so he was wrong about their arms. But he turned out to be right about the ideas which inspired Soviet Communism. It is just that it took 70 years and 50 million lives to prove his point. Let’s hope the EU doesn’t end up as quite such a dangerous idea as that. With any luck it will start to decay from within, if we have the energy to understand it, expose it, and fight it.

There is nothing right-wing, negative, frightening or extreme about leaving the EU and keeping our hard-won right to govern ourselves. As the fourth biggest economy in the world, as its third largest trading nation, and as a major military power, leaving the EU would be a liberating, refreshing, positive, modern thing to do. And we would be very much richer as well!
Better Off Out!

1. As per the Treaty Establishing the European Communities, or TEC.
2. Article 133, TEC.
3. As per the Treaty on European Union, or TEU (also known as the ‘Maastricht Treaty’).
4. Article 1, TEU.
6. Articles 211 and 249-254 of the TEC.
7. Articles 2, 3 & 6.4 of the TEU; and Protocol 30 of the TEC.
8. Article 48 TEU.
16. Written Answers, House of Lords, 5 July 2004 (HL 3440 and 3441).
17 See, for example, Global Britain Briefing Note No 33, Customs Duties: Hardly Worth Collecting, 17 September 2004, www.globalbritain.org.


23 18 June was chosen because it is the anniversary of the Battle of Waterloo. (No more wars in Europe, thanks to the EU.)


26 Article 43 TEU.


NB: For detailed bullet-point analyses of the above, supported by official figures and impeccable sources, see also the Briefing Notes and other material on www.globalbritain.org.
The Case for Staying In

Stephen Pollard

The debate over the direction of the EU has long been bedeviled by lies, half-truths and misleading statements. Many Eurofederalists who wish to see the EU turn into a ‘superstate’ to rival the US deny any such intention. Many Europhobes who wish to see Britain pull out describe themselves as Eurosceptics, lest their true views horrify their fellow countrymen and women. Caught in the crossfire between both sides’ repeated assertions and distortions are an ever-more-bored and bewildered public.

Things do, at last, seem to be changing. The rise of UKIP in the 2004 Euro elections (albeit followed by a sudden crash back to earth) began to bring into the open the hidden agenda of some Eurosceptics, and the proposed new constitution has laid bare some of the aims of the Eurofanatics.

The operative words here are ‘many’ and ‘some’. It should be a truism that not all Europhiles want to see the effective abolition of the UK as a self-governing, independent state, and that not all Eurosceptics want Britain to pull out of the EU. It should be a truism, but it does nonetheless need to be emphasised. Both positions are entirely honourable and deserve serious discussion. But they should not distract from the reality of political life which is that both extremes are supported only by small minorities of the population. The majority support continued membership of the EU but are, in the loose sense of the word, Eurosceptic. They want, to coin a phrase, to be ‘in Europe but not run by Europe’.

As the following Mori poll shows, only 19 per cent of voters are ‘strongly opposed’ to UK membership:
Which of the following best describes your own view of British membership of the European Union?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I strongly support British membership of the European Union</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am generally in favour of British membership of the European Union, but could be persuaded against if I thought it would be bad for Britain</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am generally opposed to British membership of the European Union, but could be persuaded in favour if I thought it would be good for Britain</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I strongly oppose British membership of the European Union</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t know</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Mori, 6 September 2004.

In responding to the argument that Britain would be better off out of the EU, one cannot escape a simple but pivotal fact. It comes down, in the end, to politics, and to a choice which is about far more than simple economics and figures. Those who wish to leave the EU do so not simply because, on a profit and loss account, they argue that we would be better off (although I would contend—and hope to prove—that they are wrong even on that basis) but because they do not agree with the very idea of the EU. That is a perfectly valid position which is not remotely ‘Little Englander’, as Eurofanatics would have it. (I worked for some years for Lord Shore of Stepney, one of the leaders of the ‘No’ campaign in the 1975 referendum. The notion that a man who carried a copy of the United Nations charter with him in his breast pocket, but who happened not to believe in the idea of the EU, was a Little Englander is simply risible.) But it is a position which needs to be stated baldly. Their agenda is not reform. Their complaints about the proposed constitution are, in a sense, irrelevant. They do not want to be a member of the EU, constitution or not. The choice which they advocate is not between competing visions of the EU. It is between being in or out. And if that
is the choice which they seek to force, then I have no hesitation in saying ‘in’.

It may be that we reach a position when the continued independence of the UK, and other nations which share our outlook, is incompatible with EU membership. That time is not, however, now. As an independent nation, we consent to reach joint decisions on certain areas of law with our fellow Member States. Contrary to the arguments of those who demand that we pull out now, we are not governed by the EU. We choose to reach decisions at an EU level. If, as a nation, we no longer choose to do that then we are free to leave. My contention is that such a choice is wrong.

Indeed, in pushing that choice, the ‘outers’ do immense harm to the cause of genuine Eurosceptics, who seek to build on what is now the opportunity of a generation to mould the EU in the direction which the British have been advocating for decades. The constitution, far from pushing us to the brink of withdrawal, offers the possibility of a wholesale rethink. The forthcoming referendum places the power to force change in the hands of the electorate, who will at last have the opportunity to say what they think, and to say it in a way which cannot be ignored. Europe’s politicians would have no choice but to listen to—and take heed of—a ‘No’ vote, which would create an opportunity for genuine reform. Under EU law, every member state must approve the Constitution for it to come in to force. A ‘No’ vote will not mean the end of the EU—it will continue to run, as it does today—but it will create a perfect opportunity for reform by sending a sharp shock into the heart of the system.

Whatever the merits or otherwise of the proposed constitution, it is clear that something has to change. An EU of 25 members—or more, soon—is not the same as one of six (the number which signed the Treaty of Rome). Just as the institutional requirements are different, so too is the world in which the EU now operates. The Soviet Union and the Cold War are no more and the global economy is a reality, not a prediction. So it was right to re-set the foundations of the EU. The problem, however, is that the resetting
took place along much the same lines as the old model, constructed by the archetypal Old Europe politician, Giscard D'Estaing, with no real input from lesser beings from New Europe. Now, however, we have the opportunity to change that.

Given the state of public opinion (polls record varying majorities against adoption of the constitution) and the predisposition of the press, it is hard to see how the ‘yes’ campaign might prevail. At a time when the possibility now exists of sending so severe a shock to the EU’s system that change is unavoidable, it would be crazy, now of all times, to consider withdrawal. Not least, too, because the very membership of the EU has also changed forever the balance of forces between ‘Old’ and ‘New’ Europe. For years, the British pushed for enlargement, in part because it was a good thing in itself, but in part also because greater ‘widen-ing’ was held to be a guarantor against greater ‘deepening’. That widening is now with us. The force of history, and the balance of EU member states, is now on the side of those who want to see a more market-flexible, politically loose and sovereignty-respecting EU. Now is the time to use that advantage, not to turn into our shell and ignore it.

Living in Brussels for much of the year, there are few things more frustrating than being a British Eurosceptic. Not, one must hasten to add, because of the behaviour of other Europeans. The frustration begins and ends this side of the Eurostar terminal at Waterloo.

When I return home to London, I meet and talk with other Eurosceptics. Invariably the same thing happens: as they open their mouths, words come out that bear little relation to reality. As they speak, they talk about a caricature EU, stuck with a timewarp impression that has not been updated in the past 20 years. The EU they have in mind is, as Nick Ridley put it in 1990, ‘a German racket designed to take over the whole of Europe’, with the French ‘behaving like poodles to the Germans’.

They seem wholly unaware that the EU is changing. It has enormous problems—such as the push towards a
federal state inherent in the proposed new constitution—but the dynamics of the realpolitik which governs the EU are already in flux. Two critical developments mean that the Franco-German axis is no longer the dominant force.

First, the statist, tax-devouring continental economic model is falling apart. Reality has ensured that even the inept German Chancellor, Gerhard Schröder, has started—however limply—to realise that reform is necessary.

Second, and more fundamentally, the accession of the ten new member states in 2004 has changed the mood music of the EU. The union has taken into its bosom countries which, far from wanting to form an alliance to take on the US, look to America as their saviour. The EU did nothing to free Poland, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Lithuania, Latvia and Hungary from the Soviet empire. They owe their freedom to the US. Indeed, many of their leading politicians were educated in the US and have been imbued with ideas of the free market and liberty.

When Donald Rumsfeld spoke in January 2003 of Old—and, by implication, New—Europe (‘Germany has been a problem and France has been a problem. But you look at vast numbers of other countries in Europe, they’re not with France and Germany... they’re with the US. You’re thinking of Europe as Germany and France. I don’t. I think that’s old Europe’) he was spot on. These new countries’ economies are light years away from those of Franco-German Old Europe. Estonia, for instance, introduced a stunningly successful flat tax rate of 26 per cent in 1994. In order to remain competitive with their neighbour, Lithuania and Latvia then introduced their own, which has prompted Estonia’s plan to reduce its rate to 20 per cent within the next three years. Latvia is now reducing its corporate income tax rate to 19 per cent and Slovakia has brought in a flat 19 per cent rate for individuals and corporations.

In contrast, the Czech Republic has tried to ape Old Europe and has raised taxes and widened its welfare state. It is easy to see what will happen next: people and businesses will move to Slovakia and its economy will suffer.
The typical British Eurosceptic’s response is to argue that this is all very well but irrelevant. The EU itself is the problem. And up to a point, yes. But the appointment of José Manuel Durão Barroso as President of the Commission is indicative of the new outlook. It is inconceivable that a man with his views could have been given such a job—by, remember, France and Germany—as little as five years ago. Barroso is certainly a convinced supporter of the EU. But he is also an Atlanticist, hosting—at considerable domestic political cost—talks between George W. Bush and Tony Blair in the Azores before the Iraq war, of which he was a supporter. He is a Portuguese version of Margaret Thatcher, ignoring uproar from the unions and less far-sighted colleagues to push through labour market and other free-market reforms. His allocation of portfolios provided further evidence of the new realpolitik within the EU—neither the German nor the French commissioner received a front rank responsibility, relegated to the relatively minor portfolios of Enterprise and Industry and Transport respectively.

It would be the ultimate in self-defeating irony if Britain turned its back on the EU at the very moment when the New Europe mindset is beginning to hold sway over Old Europe. It is, after all, the fruit of our success; it was British policy to widen the EU.

The real debate across the EU is much wider than Britain’s exclusive focus on the constitution. It centres on whether the old sclerotic EU needs to change and introduce, albeit 20 years after Thatcher, market-friendly reforms. New Europe is winning, Old Europe losing, as Barroso’s appointment shows. As the Polish economy grows, for example—in large part because of its access to the EU market—so too will its political influence.

Poland is not alone. Most of the new Member States, together with many of the existing ones, wanted to join the EU for two clear reasons: to stabilise and guarantee their political systems, and to have access to the largest market on the planet. Given the importance of both reasons, they
have been prepared to put up with what has always been
the other side of the coin—the ‘acquis communautaire’, and
the drive led by Old Europe to an ever closer union. Their
calculation was that political stability and economic pros-
perity far outweighed any possible loss of sovereignty.

British history, being very different, has meant that there
has been no such consensus. We do not need to have our
democracy guaranteed by an outside arrangement. Thus the
argument has often been reduced solely to economic
benefits.

But there has been too little recognition that the domi-
nance of the Old Europe view has already begun to unravel.
Eurosceptics pushed for a wider Europe to achieve a new
balance of power within the EU. And guess what? They
were right. The truth of the matter is that the very success
of the existing, old, ever deeper model of the EU contained
within its success—and the magnet effect it had on sur-
rounding countries—the seeds of its own destruction, as
those new countries applied for membership, were admit-
ted, and then began to change the driving force within the
EU.

Europhobes argue that this is fanciful—that there is no
realistic prospect of a looser, less bureaucratic and central-
ised EU emerging anywhere other than in the heads of
naïve Europhiles. But the evidence is already there of just
such a possibility. Take the issue of returning existing EU
competences to member states, rather than those extensions
proposed in the new constitution. Even many Eurofanatics
within Old Europe openly question the need for the Com-
mission to be involved in so many areas of policy. And it is
not just in Eastern and Central Europe where such debates
are already widespread. In Scandinavia and the Nether-
lands one would be hard pressed to find a serious Europhile
politician who does not accept the need for redrawing of the
balance of competences. The political success of groups
such as the June List in Sweden, which opposes the central-
ising thrust of the Old Europe, but remains in favour of
continued Swedish membership, is typical. Such groups
have an influence on the politics of their own native countries, but are also a classic example of the sum being greater than the individual parts, in promising a check on deepening and a new awareness of the need for flexibility.

The single market is a typical example of how what should be a liberalising measure has been used to expand the EU’s areas of influence, as fields which are not covered in the EU’s governing treaties are ‘smuggled in’ as being relevant to the creation of the single market. There is, however, an alternative, favoured by economic liberals, and it is this view for which the New Europe states are already beginning to push.

Derek Scott, former economic adviser to Tony Blair, puts it thus:

Economic liberals have a clear notion of what would constitute a single market in the EU. It would be in place when labour, goods, services and capital can flow as freely between countries as within any one of them. Policy is therefore directed at removing barriers that prevent this happening. People differ in their enthusiasm for this within Anglo-Saxon economies and getting to an approximation of this ‘ideal’ will take time, but in principle the destination and its framework are clear and requires very limited common standards let alone ‘harmonisation’ to make it work. However, there is another view of a single market reflected in the so-called European social model, or ‘Rhenish capitalism’. This was successful for many years after the Second World War, but there were very particular and temporary features in the post-war years that haven’t existed for some time and this model is less well suited to the modern world.¹

This is the heart of the clash between competing visions of the EU. Is competition about a ‘level playing field’, in which EU standards are imposed across the board as a means of shackling those member states which seek to gain a competitive advantage through, for instance, labour market flexibility and tax policy? Or is it about allowing the market to do its job and allocate resources most efficiently? As Scott puts it:

In a market economy, the fewer opportunities for competition and prices to allocate resources, the bigger the final distortion. In much of Europe this is reflected in lost output and jobs. When competition and markets are working properly there will be a tendency for some
convergence of labour standards, tax and a raft of other things. However, a prior imposition of a so-called level playing field actually prevents markets operating efficiently. There is a huge difference between a level playing field emerging as a result of competition working through properly functioning markets and being imposed in advance to reduce the implications of competition.²

The idea of pulling out at the very moment when the accession of new Member States has made possible, for the first time, the adoption of a more market-friendly environment is simply bizarre—not least because it plays straight into the hands of the government and those who want to see the constitution adopted. The government seeks to portray the referendum as being about ‘in’ or ‘out’. It is not. It is about what type of EU we want. Do we want a flexible organisation in which states co-operate for their own mutual benefit, or do we want a centralised supra-national body which dictates terms and which we are powerless to resist?

By fighting on the government’s terms, and urging that the issue really is ‘in’ or ‘out’, Europhobes guarantee that the reform case will be lost. Just as the polls show a large majority against the constitution, so too they show the same majority in favour of continued membership and against pulling out. If the ‘No’ campaign were to be taken over by those in favour of leaving, and who then urged that the referendum be treated as an ‘in’ or ‘out’ question, the public would, as all poll evidence suggests, vote to stay in, and thus to support the constitution, when if the argument over the constitution is treated on its merits—not about ‘in’ or ‘out’ but about the merits or otherwise of the constitution, the result would be a triumph for reformers. The withdrawal issue is thus political stupidity of the highest order, given the opportunity for a resettlement of the EU’s foundations which would be presented by a ‘No’ vote.

There is, of course, no guarantee that the new alliances within the EU will indeed alter the direction taken. That is something for which we, and the other countries which think like Britain, will have to work. But there is, by defini-
tion, a guarantee of failure if Britain, to which New Europe invariably looks for solidity, were to pull out. The accession of Romania and Bulgaria in 2008/09 necessitates another treaty, come what may. We have the time to win.
The Case for Staying In

1 Scott, D., Speech to Vote No, 27 October 2004.